Use of Lea symbols in young children

M X Repka

Clinicians must continue to refine as well as develop new visual acuity tests for preschool children

A ccurate measurement of visual acuity is fundamental to ophthalmological care for all ages. This measure is used for diagnosis, for documentation of clinical outcomes, for qualification for special education or disability programmes, and for permission to drive a motor vehicle. More than 20 years ago the importance of ensuring that such a measure be scientifically rigorous was recognised with the development of the Bailey-Lovie visual acuity test and the Early Treatment of Diabetic Retinopathy Study (ETDRS) test derived from it. The ETDRS test incorporated important design elements including letter selection, proportional optotype spacing, standard illumination, methods of administration, and scoring. Despite the quality of this test for school age children and adult patients, it is too difficult for preschool children.

Clinicians testing visual acuity of preschool children have not yet found a single best test. An accurate, reproducible, and highly testable measure is needed by the paediatric eye care community for screening and office testing. Practitioners have utilised an assortment of test chart configurations with letter, number, and picture optotypes. Letter optotypes have generally been too difficult for preschool children, while traditional picture optotypes, like the Allen pictures, though much more testable, substantially reduce the sensitivity of the test for the detection of amblyopia. This is a critical drawback since amblyopia is the most common reason to test visual acuity in this age group. In addition, the practitioner has individualised most testing with plenty of room for the art of administration, including the judicious use of second chances.

An ideal test of visual acuity in early childhood should include as many of the design features of the ETDRS as possible. Using the same test optotypes and presentation strategy throughout childhood would eliminate the measurement variability that is introduced by using a different test at each stage of therapy as the child ages. The ideal test should be constructed in a regular logMAR progression to facilitate detection of change at all levels of acuity. The test should utilise single optotypes, which increase testability in children. However, single optotypes are not as sensitive to amblyopia as linear optotypes, owing to the absence of contour interaction with the single optotypes. Crowding bars or even a single surround box should be placed 0.5 letter width away from the test optotype to improve the test sensitivity. The test should incorporate letter optotypes, which are more sensitive to amblyopia than the pictures often used (for example, Allen), unless a picture test that is as sensitive to amblyopia can be devised. The single surrounded HOTV is a good example. The surround bars combined with single letters produces a result that closely approximates line letter acuity. The Glasgow acuity cards are a test which uses letter optotypes (X V O H U Y) presented as groupings of four in a surround box ensuring contour interaction. Random presentation of optotypes is preferred to avoid memorisation. Commercially available computerised display systems would seem to be ideally suited for this task compared to printed charts.

An accurate, reproducible, and highly testable measure is needed by the paediatric eye care community for screening

A specific and reproducible testing protocol should be part of the test as it is with the ETDRS. The protocol will probably use a modified staircase, rather than asking the preschool child to identify every optotype in the test, to reach threshold more quickly and improve overall testability. One such strategy was developed and implemented for the Amblyopia Treatment Study (ATS). This measurement protocol used single surrounded HOTV optotypes. It had high testability between age 4 and 7 years (92%), though it could be performed by only about 50% of children between 2 and 4 years of age. This is the reduced testability of even the simplest crowded letter optotypes in young children that has kept clinicians searching for a picture-based optotype test for use in younger preschool children.

In this issue of the BJO (p 513) Becker and his colleagues extend their work in preschool visual acuity testing with the Lea symbols. Dr Lea Hyvärinen designed a set of tests based on picture optotypes for use in children. They were designed to have contours like the Landolt C. These tests make use of common pictures felt to improve testability among young children and eliminate cultural biases. They have become very popular among clinicians. It is hoped that these optotypes will exhibit sensitivity for amblyopia equivalent to letter optotypes.

Becker and colleagues report on the results of two projects. In the first, the single Lea symbols distance test was used in a paediatric practice on unselected children from 21 to 93 months of age (median 47 months). Overall, the testability was a disappointing 54%. The testability after age 4 years was quite good (93%), but these older children are in the age range when letter based tests can be successfully administered.

More troublesome was the poor testability between 21 and 48 months, when only 31% of children completed the testing. This is just the age when a sensitive picture based optotype test would be revolutionary. Though the performance of the Lea tests in this setting was disappointing, other authors have found better testability with Lea symbols, both in isolated and line versions, in children between 3 and 4 years of age.

The second study in this report compared the single Lea symbols to the crowded Lea symbols as well as to single and crowded Landolt C tests. The crowded Landolt C test was designed with fixed rather than proportional interoptotype spacing, which may impact the sensitivity of the test. The study was performed in an ophthalmology clinic setting and included normal children from 23 to 70 months of age. Single Lea picture testability was better in this clinical setting, 77%, though it was only 56% before 48 months of age. The crowded Lea symbols were more difficult to successfully complete, with only 57% of studied children able to complete the test. As might be predicted both versions of the Lea symbols test had higher testability than the Landolt C tests. However, the surrounded Lea tests overestimated acuity by 1.9 lines compared to the crowded Landolt C in normal eyes.

Reproducibility was not directly assessed. However, it is possible to infer such a rate from the intereye difference of this visually normal population by assuming the acuities of each eye are equal. The measurements for the two eyes were within one logMAR line for the single Lea symbols, either better or worse, in only 84% of the children screened in paediatric offices. This means that when a one line change is observed, 16% of the time it does not represent...
actual change. This imprecision was noted for all ages tested. Better test reproducibility was noted during ophthalmological office testing, with about 90% of patients within one line on retest for both the single and surrounded Lea symbols. Similar rates of 95% and 93% have been reported for the Glasgow acuity cards and the single surrounded HOTV (ATS protocol) respectively. The studies did not address the crucial issue of the sensitivity of the Lea symbols in single or surrounded format for the detection of amblyopia. The authors have previously reported on the sensitivity of Lea symbols in older strabismic amblyopes. In that study the Lea test with crowded symbols overestimated visual acuity by about two logMAR lines compared to a crowded Landolt C.

It would seem logical for future testing that the surrounded versions of the Lea test should be preferred based on the recognised impact of contour interaction on amblyopia sensitivity with other tests. Additional studies comparing the sensitivity of the Lea tests to line and surrounded letter acuity in amblyopic patients, such as has been done for the Glasgow test, would be helpful.

How should we currently be testing preschool visual acuity? It would seem that the best visual acuity measurement strategy for children over age 4 years would be to use a single surrounded letter optotype in a logMAR progression or the Glasgow test. For the developmentally delayed and children unable to perform these letter tests, the use of the surrounded Lea symbols test is a reasonable alternative. Another option would be the “O” test, which had a testability of 90% in a group of 62 mildly delayed 4–10 year old children. Practitioners should have more than one test available, as not all of these tests can be used successfully in all young children. However, many young children will not be testable with any of the currently available tests.

Picture based test optotypes are clearly necessary to quantitatively measure the visual acuity of young children. Clinicians must continue to refine as well as develop new visual acuity tests for preschool children, which combine picture optotypes, which have high testability, with crowding features ensuring sufficient sensitivity to detect amblyopia.
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Gene therapy

Gene therapy: new “magic bullets” to prevent ocular scarring

P T Khaw, A D Cambrey, G A Limb, J T Daniels

Will the advances in modern molecular biology open doors to new therapies?

The processes involved in ocular scarring play a part in either the pathogenesis or failure of treatment of most of the major blinding diseases in the world. These processes include capsular opacification and contraction after cataract surgery. Although posterior capsular opacification is relatively easily treated with laser, this biological process poses great problems following cataract surgery in developing countries, and will inhibit the development of a true accommodating lens replacement. The retinal scarring that occurs in proliferative vitreoretinopathy (PVR) and macular degeneration is also an important example of the blinding scarring process.

The scarring process following glaucoma filtration surgery is one of the best examples of the importance of being able to control healing in virtually all patients having a particular procedure. Recent data from the NIH advanced glaucoma intervention study (AGIS) have shown that individuals with the lowest intraocular pressures (average 12.3 mm Hg) had virtually no overall glaucoma-related progression over nearly a decade. The healing response after surgery is the main long term determinant of long term intraocular pressure. Therefore, if we are able to control the healing response in all patients after glaucoma surgery, it offers us the tantalizing prospect of minimal or no disease progression in the vast majority of our glaucoma patients, even those with advanced disease.

The advent of anticancer agents has revolutionised glaucoma surgery in patients who have a high risk of failure following surgery. Their use has now been extended to patients with a lower risk of surgical failure in an attempt to achieve lower final intraocular pressures. However, these agents are relatively non-specific and exert their effects by causing cellular growth arrest and widespread cell death. It is therefore still difficult to
titrate the effects, and many side effects occur. These include corneal toxicity associated with 5-fluorouracil injections because this drug is non-specific and kills epithelial cells as well. Other side effects include hypotony, and thin cystic drainage blebs that are associated with blinding side effects such as hypotony and endophthalmitis. Therefore the search continues for novel treatments that can control the wound healing response without the side effect profile seen with current anticancer agents.

Adenovirus vectors have disadvantages that include a host immune reaction which increases with repeated use, and non-specific transfection of all cells. Modifications of the adenovirus vector may overcome many of these problems. Other virus vectors may have advantages, but the fact that they integrate with the host genome may make them less desirable, particularly in less permanent situations such as scarring after surgery. Advances in the type of vectors will be very important in determining how much this type of therapy becomes clinical reality in the near future.

Advances in our understanding of molecular biology also offer us other exciting forms of gene therapy. Certain growth factors found in damaged tissues stimulate healing and scarring. One growth factor, transforming growth factor \( \beta \) (TGF-\( \beta \)), stimulates more ocular fibroblast scarring activity than other growth factors. Fetal wound healing, which is associated with scarless healing, has an environment that is lacking in TGF-\( \beta \). The local production of these growth factors can be inhibited by blocking or destroying the RNA molecules that encode the production of this growth factor. This achieves highly specific control of one form of wound healing leaving others intact. This can be done using short protected chains of DNA (antisense oligonucleotides) or by inserting the genes encoding for enzymes called ribozymes which destroy precise sequences of RNA. Advanced molecular techniques also permit the creation of another type of “magic bullet” by facilitating the selection of immunoglobulin genes and the synthesis of highly specific human antibodies to TGF-\( \beta \). These antibodies have been shown to be effective in preventing scarring in a model of filtration surgery and resulted in reduced final intraocular pressures in a pilot human study without the thin cystic blebs seen in eyes treated with anticancer agents. Future advances in our understanding of genotype, perhaps helped by gene microarrays, may help us to identify groups of patients that scar more aggressively and also identify subgroups that may respond better to certain treatments.

Finally, it is appropriate that the current paper by Akinoto et al combines both old and new technologies. In our rush to embrace modern molecular medicine, we must not forget that existing treatments may still have much to offer. A simple change in the technique of antimitabolite application has reduced our long term bleb related complications in a high risk group from 15% to 0%. Based on simple cell culture modelling, the use of an inexpensive continuous infusion of 5-fluorouracil combined with heparin has more than halved the incidence of PVR in a high risk group from 26% to 11%. The first randomised clinical trial to show that PVR could be significantly reduced. It is likely that there are many more “hidden treasures” in combinations of existing and new treatments, an analogy being the 90+1% “cure” rates seen in some previously untreatable cancers with combinations of old and new treatments. There are literally millions of patients undergoing surgical treatments that could benefit if these treasure chests can be unlocked. The keys lie in the commitment and support for future basic and clinical research.
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